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BR=Batter who turns into a runner; R1=Runner on 1st; R2=Runner on 2nd; R3= Runner on 3rd  
Interference=An act by the offensive team that obstructs, hinders, impedes, or confuses a fielder. 
Obstruction=An act of the fielder who, while not in possession of the ball, impedes the progress of a runner. 
 

 

Runner Interference and Fielder Obstruction Scenarios 

Scenario #1 

R1, R2, R3 on base. Ball is hit to the shortstop who is fielding the ball. R2 runs into the shortstop. 

Proper Ruling = The ball is immediately dead when contact is made, R2 is out for interference, BR is 

awarded first base, R1 is awarded second because before he/she is forced, R3 returned to third base 

(no run scores). 

Scenario #2 

R1, R2, R3 on base. Ball is hit that is first deflected off the pitcher in the direction of the shortstop who 

is fielding the ball. R2 runs into the shortstop. 

Proper Ruling = SAME AS SCENARIO #1 -- The ball is immediately dead when contact is made, R2 is out 

for interference, BR is awarded first base, R1 is awarded second base because he/she is forced, R3 

returned to third base (no run scores). 

Scenario #3 

R1, R2, R3 on base. Ball is hit to the right side of the infield where the second baseman has a play on 

the ball. Before the ball reaches the second baseman, the ball hits R1 running to second base. 

Proper Ruling = The ball is immediately dead when it hits R1, R1 is out for interference, BR is awarded 

first base, R2 returned to second base, and R3 returned to third base (no run scores). 

Scenario #4 

R1, R2, R3 on base. Ball is hit to the right side of the infield where the second baseman is playing in. 

The ball passes the second baseman but the first baseman has a play on the ball. After the ball passes 

the second baseman but before the ball reaches the first baseman, the ball hits R1 running to 2B. 

Proper Ruling = SAME AS SCENARIO #3 -- The ball is immediately dead when it hits R1, R1 is out for 

interference, BR is awarded first base, R2 returned to second base, and R3 returned to third base (no 

run scores). 
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BR=Batter who turns into a runner; R1=Runner on 1st; R2=Runner on 2nd; R3= Runner on 3rd  
Interference=An act by the offensive team that obstructs, hinders, impedes, or confuses a fielder. 
Obstruction=An act of the fielder who, while not in possession of the ball, impedes the progress of a runner. 
 

Scenario #5 

R1, R2, R3 on base. Ball is hit to the right side of the infield where the second baseman is playing in. 

The ball passes the second baseman and no other fielder has a play on the ball. The ball hits R1 

running to second base. 

Proper Ruling = This is NOT interference. The ball is live and runners advance at their peril. Note the 

difference between this and scenario #4. 

Scenario #6 

R1, R2, R3 on base. Ball is hit that is first deflected off the pitcher in the direction of the shortstop who 

is fielding the ball. Before the shortstop can field the ball, the ball hits R2 who is running to third base.  

Proper Ruling = This is NOT interference. The ball is live and runners advance at their peril. (NOTE: 

Compare this scenario to Scenario #2. If a ball is deflected off a fielder, including the pitcher, and then 

hits the runner, it is NOT interference. However, it is interference if the runner runs into a fielder who is 

trying to field a ball that was deflected off another fielder). 

Scenario #7 

R1 on base. Pop up halfway between home plate and first base. Both the first baseman and pitcher 

are going for the ball. In the umpire’s judgement, the pitcher is the most likely fielder to catch the 

ball. The BR runs into the pitcher trying to field the ball and the ball lands and stops in fair territory. 

Proper Ruling = The ball is immediately dead when BR hits the pitcher. BR is out for interference and 

R1 returned to first base. 

Scenario #8 

R1 on base. Pop up halfway between home plate and first base. Both the first baseman and pitcher 

are going for the ball. In the umpire’s judgement, the first baseman is the most likely fielder to catch 

the ball. The BR runs into the pitcher and both fall to the ground. The first baseman does not catch 

the ball, the ball lands and stops in fair territory, the first baseman picks the ball up and tags the BR 

who is on the ground. 

Proper Ruling = This is NOT interference. This is obstruction on the pitcher. BR is awarded first base 

and R1 is awarded second base.  

NOTE: Scenarios 7 and 8 introduce the “protected fielder” concept. Only one fielder can be protected 

related to making the play on the ball. The umpire must judge who that protected fielder is and if any 

other fielder runs into the runner, then it will NOT be interference and is likely obstruction. 
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BR=Batter who turns into a runner; R1=Runner on 1st; R2=Runner on 2nd; R3= Runner on 3rd  
Interference=An act by the offensive team that obstructs, hinders, impedes, or confuses a fielder. 
Obstruction=An act of the fielder who, while not in possession of the ball, impedes the progress of a runner. 
 

Scenario #9 

R1 on base 1-0 count on batter. Pop up in foul ground towards the fence. The first baseman tries to 

run to catch the ball but runs into R1 and falls. The ball lands in foul territory on the field. 

Proper Ruling = This is interference. R1 is out for interference and the batter returned to bat with a 1-1 

count. 

Scenario #10 

R1 on base 1-0 count on batter. Pop up in foul ground towards the fence. The first baseman tries to 

run to catch the ball but runs into R1 and falls. The ball lands outside of the field beyond the dugout. 

Proper Ruling = This is NOT interference. R1 remains at first base and the batter returned to bat with a 

1-1 count. (Note the difference between scenarios 9 and 10). 

Scenario #11 

R1 on base who is stealing. Catcher throws the ball to the second baseman. The second baseman, 

without possession of the ball, and R1 collide and each fall. The ball goes into center field. 

Proper Ruling = This is NOT interference. This IS obstruction on the fielder since the fielder did not have 

possession of the ball. Call time immediately when contact is made and award R1 second base. Note: 

There is a big difference between a batted ball (discussed in earlier scenarios) and a thrown ball.  

Scenario #12 

R1 on base who is stealing. Catcher throws the ball. The second baseman catches the ball and is 

standing between R1 and second base. R1 runs hard into the second baseman without trying to avoid 

contact causing the second baseman to drop the ball. R1 then touches and remains on second base. 

Proper Ruling = This is interference and R1 is out since the fielder DID have possession of the ball. This 

could also be unsportsmanlike conduct and the umpire may eject R1 from the game.  
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BR=Batter who turns into a runner; R1=Runner on 1st; R2=Runner on 2nd; R3= Runner on 3rd  
Interference=An act by the offensive team that obstructs, hinders, impedes, or confuses a fielder. 
Obstruction=An act of the fielder who, while not in possession of the ball, impedes the progress of a runner. 
 

Scenario #13 

R3 on base.  Ground ball to the shortstop and R3 breaks for home on the batted ball. Shortstop fields 

the ball and throws offline to the first baseman. The first baseman while in the act of fielding the 

throw, but without possession, collides with the BR who is properly within the running lane. The BR 

falls, the first baseman catches the ball and tags the BR on the ground prior to reaching first base.  

Proper Ruling = This is obstruction and the BR is awarded first base. R3, since he broke for home with 

the batted bat, is awarded home.  

• Note1: On an obstruction call, if the obstruction occurred away from a runner (in this case R3) 

you grant the base he WOULD have gotten without the obstruction. In this case, since R3 was 

running home, he would be awarded home. If R3 stayed on third base and made no attempt for 

home, then the umpires should keep him on third base with this call. 

• Note2: MLB rules protect the first baseman in this case if they are “in the act of fielding the 

ball”. So by MLB rules, this might not be obstruction. Little League has no such protection. In 

Little League, the fielder MUST have possession, so this is obstruction. 

Scenario #14 

R1 and R2. BR hits a ball just in front of home plate and the bat (while in or out of possession of the 

BR) hits the ball a second time in fair territory.  

Proper Ruling = The BR is called out and all runners return so in this case R1 returns to first base and 

R2 returns to second base. 

Scenario #15 

R1 and R2 and one out. BR hits a fly in the infield that is declared an infield fly by the umpire. The ball 

goes right over second base and hits R2 while R2 is on and touching second base.  

Proper Ruling = R2 is NOT out for interference since he was on and touching second base on an infield 

fly call. If R2 was not touching the base, then R2 would be out for interference and the BR is out for the 

infield fly. 

Scenario #16 

R1 and R2. BR hits a ball just in front of second base. R2 is touching second base and collides with the 

shortstop trying to make the play.  

Proper Ruling = R2 is NOT out for interference since he was on and touching second base. If R2 was not 

touching the base, then R2 would be out for interference. 
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BR=Batter who turns into a runner; R1=Runner on 1st; R2=Runner on 2nd; R3= Runner on 3rd  
Interference=An act by the offensive team that obstructs, hinders, impedes, or confuses a fielder. 
Obstruction=An act of the fielder who, while not in possession of the ball, impedes the progress of a runner. 
 

Scenario #17 

R2 on base. BR hits a ground ball up the middle. R2 is touching second base and the ball hits him and 

the second baseman could have made a play on the ball.  

Proper Ruling = R2 is out for interference. Unlike colliding with a fielder as discussed in scenario #16 

and on an infield fly in scenario #15, being on a base does not protect the fielder from an interference 

call when hit with the ball. 

Scenario #18 

R1 on base. BR hits a clean base hit in the gap of the outfield. While BR rounds first base, the first 

baseman is standing on the bag and forces the BR to make a wider turn and causing the BR to 

stumble. The BR continues to run hard towards second base and is thrown out on a very close play at 

second base. R1 advances to third base. 

Proper Ruling = This is obstruction on the first baseman. Call obstruction and point at the first 

baseman when the obstruction occurs but DO NOT stop play, let the play continue. After the tag at 

second base occurs and verifying R1 is not advancing further, call time, point at the first baseman and 

say that’s obstruction, award the BR second base. R1 remains at third base. (Note: R1 is NOT granted 

an additional base as the obstruction on the BR had NO impact on R1). 

• Note: In this scenario, if the BR after the obstruction started walking to second base and made 

no effort and is then tagged out halfway between first base and second base, then the umpire 

could wave off the obstruction and call the BR out 

Scenario #19 

BR hits a ball just in front of home plate where the catcher is fielding the ball. The BR is running to the 

left of the foul line (in the field) and is doing this after he is more than halfway down the line and 

closer to first base. The catcher fields the ball and throws to first base which hits the BR who is to the 

left of the foul line.  

Proper Ruling = BR is out for interference (running lane violation). Call interference, call time, call BR 

out and return all other runners. 
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Scenario #20 

R2 on base and 1 out. BR just struck out and the catcher drops the third strike. The BR hinders the 

catcher making the play on the ball by either hitting the catcher or kicking the ball (intentional or 

unintentional)  

Proper Ruling = BR is out for interference. Call interference, call time, call BR out and return all other 

runners (in this case return R2 to second base). 


